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✦ HW 1 due today

✦ Set up Python 3.8 virtual environment (I recommend 
using Anaconda)

✦ I have help hours today from 3:30-4:30 (4th floor W)

✦ Lepei has help hours this week on Wednesday from 
12-2pm on Zoom (usually: Thursdays 3:45-5:45)

✦ Reading for Tuesday: YLLATAILY Chapters 1 & 2

Reminders



Jordan	(2019)



✦ Intelligent Infrastructure (II)

✦ Intelligence Augmentation (IA)

✦ Human-Imitative Artificial Intelligence

Jordan	(2019)



✦ Intelligent Infrastructure (II): "a web of computation, data, 
and physical entities [...] that makes human environments 
more supportive, interesting, and safe"

✦ Intelligence Augmentation (IA): "computation and data 
are used to create services that augment human intelligence 
and creativity"

✦ Human-Imitative Artificial Intelligence: "realizing in 
software and hardware an entity possessing human-level 
intelligence"

Jordan	(2019)



Task-based	AI



Our goal is to write programs that can solve tasks. 
This is sort of the goal of all computer science.
In AI, though, the tasks we focus on are ones that 
seem to require human intelligence. This is a moving 
standard- what seems impossible for a computer to 
solve one day may eventually become very easy.

Task-based	AI



Almost all AI tasks can be grouped into one 
of three main categories:

✦ Search
✦ Classification
✦ Generation

AI	Tasks



Search



An agent is anything that can be viewed as perceiving its 
environment through sensors and acting upon that 
environment through actuators. 

This is extremely broad!

Agents



An agent is anything that can be viewed as perceiving its 
environment through sensors and acting upon that 
environment through actuators. 

Agents

Russell  &  Norvig ed. 3



De+ining	an	environment



If our goal is to tackle hard real-world problems, we will 
need a way of describing them.

Agents exist in environments. How do we define 
environments?

Making	problems	out	of	the	real	world



De+ining	the	environment
Consider my cat Captain Haddock as an agent.



De+ining	the	environment
We could define his environment very simply. Here are 
two possible states:

State 1: foodInBowl = true

State 2: foodInBowl = false



De+ining	the	environment

Here are Captain Haddock's actions in each state:

1: foodInBowl = true

2: foodInBowl = false

State Actions

eat

wail



De+ining	the	environment
If we represent more information about the environment, 
we can make more nuanced choices:

State 1: humansHome = true, foodInBowl = true

State 2: humansHome = true, foodInBowl = false

State 3: humansHome = false, foodInBowl = true

State 4: humansHome = false, foodInBowl = false



De+ining	the	environment

Here are Captain Haddock's actions in each state:

1: humansHome = true,  
    foodInBowl = true
2: humansHome = true, 
    foodInBowl = false
3: humansHome = false, 
    foodInBowl = true
4: humansHome = false, 
    foodInBowl = false

State Actions
eat

wait to

eat
yes

sleep



Rationality



A rational agent is an entity that acts to optimize a desired 
outcome (accomplish a task).

Rational	agents



Given a goal, an AI agent must decide what the best action to 
take is in order to reach this goal.
For complex tasks, this can mean:

✦ gathering information
✦ coming up a set of possible actions
✦ weighing the best action
✦ acting
✦ updating and adapting based on changes to the 

environment

Rational	agents



In a search problem, our first step is to define a goal.

De+ining	Goals

Captain Haddock has two goals in life:

1 eat

2 sleep



Given a goal, an AI agent must decide which actions to take.

Actions

Captain Haddock has several available actions:

eat

sleep
wait

stare at birds



Not all of these are possible in every environment:

✦ eat - 
✦ sleep - 
✦ wail - 
✦ stare at birds -

Actions

successful if food in bowl
always successful

always successful

successful if birds

Success possible in the state

Optimal best action to take



Given a goal and a set of actions, an AI agent must decide 
which action to take by weighing their consequences.

Assessing	Consequences

well, well, well, if it 
isn't the consequences 
of my own actions



Some actions have costs as well as consequences!

eat:

sleep:

wail:

stare at bird:

Assessing	Consequences

achieves goal of eating
updates environment by removing food

achieves secondary goal
replenishes energy
chance of humans adding food if

humans presentcost loss of dignity

absolutely no effect



Some actions have costs as well as consequences!

eat:
- achieves goal of devouring food
- updates environment by removing food

sleep:
- achieves goal of sleeping
- replenishes energy

wail:
- chance of human adding food to the bowl, if human is available and 

sufficiently convinced
- cost: lack of dignity

stare at bird:
- absolutely no consequences
- cost: some energy

Assessing	Consequences



Transitions
When an agent takes an action, they may transition to a 
new state (the environment may change).



Solutions
✦ A solution is a sequence of actions from the initial state 

to a goal state. 

✦ A solution is optimal if no other solution has a lower 
cost.



Agent	Complexity
Reflex agent: decides what to do based only on current 
state.

is there food? then I 
will devour it!



Agent	Complexity
Problem-solving agent: capable of considering a 
sequence of actions that form a path to a goal state 
(planning ahead to find a solution).

if I wail, the human 
might refill my bowl. 
then I can eat more.



De+ining	Search	Problems



Slides adapted from Chris Callison-Burch
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Clean

Slides adapted from Chris Callison-Burch

Start State

More Right

More left
succeed if no moves Roomba

wall

Clean succeeds if dirt

puts us in the clear version

of that state



Clean

Slides adapted from Chris Callison-Burch



Iver

Morer money when



Clean

Clean

Clean

Clean
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